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Lore
Soong-Type Android

Male Identity

Biography
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Lieutenant Commander Data of the U.S.S. Enterprise-D
is a legend in Starfleet but few outside of his friends
and interested specialists know details about his
origins. Those that do sometimes miss references to
Data’s “brother,” the sociopathic android named Lore.
Dr. Noonien Soong built Lore before Data but when the
others in the Omicron Theta colony complained that
Lore’s behavior was hurtful and upsetting Soong
deactivated the android. Soon afterwards, the colony
was destroyed by the Crystalline Entity (an event that
Lore secretly had some role in) and it was years before
Data and Lore were reunited.

Though antisocial in the extreme and cruelly amoral, Lore is actually more human in
his psychology than his brother. He has strong emotions and is driven by them more
than logic. His superior strength, intelligence, and longevity mean that twists these
feelings into anger and violence, but the moral questions posed by these two
artificial minds is intriguing to say the least.

Major NPC

TRAIT: Soong-type Android

Stress: 14

VALUES:
•
•

ATTACKS:

Superior to Biological Lifeforms
The Forgotten Brother

• Unarmed Strike (Melee, 4A
•

ATTRIBUTES
Control
Fitness
Presence
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11
10

Daring
Insight
Reason

10
9
12

DISCIPLINES
Command
Security
Science

04
03
03

Conn
Engineering
Medicine

02
03
01

FOCUSES:
•
•
•
•

Resistance: 0

Artificial Lifeforms
Human Behavior
Computer Systems
Persuasion
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Knockdown,
1H, Non-lethal)
Phaser type-I (Ranged, 6A, 1H, Charge,
Hidden)

SPECIAL ABILITIES

• Pollyalloy Construction: Soong-type androids

are highly resistant to environmental
conditions, reducing the Difficulty of Tasks
to resist extremes of heat and cold by 2, and
they are immune to the effects of
suffocation, hard vacuum, starvation, and
thirst. Further, their sturdy construction
grants them Resistance 1. Further, while
they can detect damage and dangerous
conditions, they do not experience real pain,
gaining +3 Resistance against non-lethal
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•
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attacks, and being entirely immune to any
penalties or hindrances caused by pain.
Positronic Brain: A Soong –type android is
normally created with a positronic brain
that allows it to process information made
available to them considerably quicker than
a Human. The character gains one
automatic success on all Tasks using
Reason, in addition to any generated by
rolling.
Manipulative: When attempting to deceive
others or trick them into the wrong
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•

conclusions, Lore may spend one Threat to
increase the Difficulty of enemy Tasks to
detect this manipulation by one. When
attempting to impersonate his brother Data,
spending one Threat increases the Difficulty
by two.
Ruthless: Lore may re-roll any d20s in his
dice pool when making an attack against an
enemy that was not aware of or prepared
for an attack, or against an enemy that is
defenseless.
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